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Abstract

Position Embeddings (PEs), an arguably indispensable component in Vision Transformers (ViTs), have been shown to improve the performance of ViTs on many vision tasks. However, PEs have a potentially high risk of privacy leakage since the spatial information of the input patches is exposed. This caveat naturally raises a series of interesting questions about the impact of PEs on accuracy, privacy, prediction consistency, etc. To tackle these issues, we propose a Masked Jigsaw Puzzle (MJP) position embedding method. In particular, MJP first shuffles the selected patches via our block-wise random jigsaw puzzle shuffle algorithm, and their corresponding PEs are occluded. Meanwhile, for the non-occluded patches, the PEs remain the original ones but their spatial relation is strengthened via our dense absolute localization regressor. The experimental results reveal that 1) PEs explicitly encode the 2D spatial relationship and lead to severe privacy leakage problems under gradient inversion attack; 2) Training ViTs with the naively shuffled patches can alleviate the problem, but it harms the accuracy; 3) Under a certain shuffle ratio, the proposed MJP not only boosts the performance and robustness on large-scale datasets (i.e., ImageNet-1K and ImageNet-C, -A/O) but also improves the privacy preservation ability under typical gradient attacks by a large margin. The source code and trained models are available at https://github.com/yhlleo/MJP.

1. Introduction

Transformers [38] demonstrated their overwhelming power on a broad range of language tasks (e.g., text classification, machine translation, or question answering [22, 38]), and the vision community follows it closely and extends it for vision tasks, such as image classification [7, 37], object detection [2, 51], segmentation [47], and image generation [3, 24]. Most of the previous ViT-based methods focus on designing different pre-training objectives [9, 11, 12] or variants of self-attention mechanisms [28, 39, 40]. By contrast, PEs receive less attention from the research community and have not been well studied yet. In fact, apart from the attention mechanism, how to embed the position information into the self-attention mechanism is also one indispensable research topic in Transformer. It has been demonstrated that without the PEs, the pure language Transformer encoders (e.g., BERT [6] and RoBERTa [25]) may not well capture the meaning of positions [43]. As a consequence, the meaning of a sentence can not be well represented [8]. Similar phenomenon of PEs could also be observed in vision community. Dosovitskiy et al. [7] reveals that removing PEs causes performance degradation. Moreover, Lu et al. [29] analyzed this issue from the perspective of user privacy and demonstrated that the PEs place the model at severe privacy risk since it leaks the clues of reconstructing sequential patches back to images. Hence, it is very interesting and necessary to understand how the PEs affect the accuracy, privacy, and consistency in vision tasks. Here the consistency means whether the predictions of the transformed/shuffled image are consistent with the ones of the original image.

To study the aforementioned effects of PEs, the key is to figure out what explicitly PEs learn about positions from input patches. To answer this question, we project the high-dimensional PEs into the 2D and 3D spaces using Uni-
form Manifold Approximation & Projection (UMAP) [30] and PCA, respectively. Then for the first time, we visually demonstrate that the PEs can learn the 2D spatial relationship very well from the input image patches (the relation is visualized in Fig. 1). We can see that the PEs are distributed in the same order as the input patch positions. Therefore, we can easily obtain the actual spatial position of the input patches by analyzing the PEs. Now it explains why PEs can bring the performance gain for ViTs [7]. This is because the spatial relation in ViTs works similar as the inherent intrinsic inductive bias in CNNs (i.e., it models the local visual structure) [45]. However, these correctly learned spatial relations are unfortunately the exact key factor resulting in the privacy leakage [29].

Based on these observations, one straightforward idea to protect the user privacy is to provide ViTs with the randomly transformed (i.e., shuffled) input data. The underlying intuition is that the original correct spatial relation within input patches will be violated via such a transformation. Therefore, we transform the previous visually recognizable input image patches \( x \) shown in Fig. 2(a) to its unrecognizable counterpart \( \bar{x} \) depicted in Fig. 2(b) during training. The experimental results show that such a strategy can effectively alleviate the privacy leakage problem. This is reasonable since the reconstruction of the original input data during the attack is misled by the incorrect spatial relation. However, the side-effect is that this leads to a severe accuracy drop.

Meanwhile, we noticed that such a naive transformation strategy actually boosts the consistency [31, 34, 44] albeit the accuracy drops. Note that here the consistency represents if the predictions of the original and transformed (i.e., shuffled) images are consistent. Given the original input patches \( x \) and its corresponding transformed (i.e., shuffled) counterpart, we say that the predictions are consistent if \( \arg \max P(\mathcal{F}(x)) = \arg \max P(\mathcal{F}(\bar{x})) \), where \( \mathcal{F} \) refers to the ViT models, and \( P \) denotes the predicted logits.

These observations hint that there might be a trade-off solution that makes ViTs take the best from both worlds (i.e., both the accuracy and the consistency). Hence, we propose the Masked Jigsaw Puzzle (MJP) position embedding method. Specifically, there are four core procedures in the MJP: (1) We first utilize a block-wise masking method [1] to randomly select a partial of the input sequential patches; (2) Next, we apply jigsaw puzzle to the selected patches (i.e., shuffle the orders); (3) After that, we use a shared unknown position embedding for the shuffled patches instead of using their original PEs; (4) To well maintain the position prior of the unshuffled patches, we introduce a dense absolute localization (DAL) regressor to strengthen their spatial relationship in a self-supervised manner. We simply demonstrate the idea of the first two procedures in Fig. 2(c), and an overview of the proposed MJP method is available in Fig. 2(d). In summary, our main contributions are:

• We demonstrate that although PEs can boost the accuracy, the consistency against image patch shuffling is harmed. Therefore, we argue that studying PEs is a valuable research topic for the community.

• We propose a simple yet efficient Masked Jigsaw Puzzle (MJP) position embedding method which is able to find a balance among accuracy, privacy, and consistency.

• Extensive experimental results show that MJP boosts the accuracy on regular large-scale datasets (e.g., ImageNet-1K [32]) and the robustness largely on ImageNet-C [18], -A/O [19]. One additional bonus of MJP is that it can improve the privacy preservation ability under typical gradient attacks by a large margin.

2. Related Work

2.1. Vision Transformers

Transformers [38], originally designed for Nature Language Processing (NLP) tasks, have recently shown promising performance on computer vision tasks [13, 22]. Benefitting from the strong representation power of modelling global relations between image patches, Vision Transformers (ViTs) [7] have achieved superior performance than their counterpart CNNs on image classification and various other
downstream tasks (e.g., object detection [2, 51], object re-identification [17], dense prediction [41, 42, 46, 50] and image generation [3, 4, 20, 24]).

As a core module in ViTs, multi-head self-attentions (MSAs) [7, 38] aggregate sequential tokens with normalized attentions as: $z_j = \sum_i \text{Softmax}(\frac{Q^k_j V^i_j}{\sqrt{d_j}}) V^i_j$, where $Q$, $K$ and $V$ are query, key and value matrices, respectively. $d_j$ is the dimension of query and key, and $z_j$ is the $j$-th output token. In theory, when the position information is not considered, the outputs of MSAs should be strictly invariant to the input sequence order (i.e., position-insensitivity). This indicates that a visually recognizable image can be transformed into its unrecognizable counterpart by permuting the order of image patches while maintaining the performance delivered by ViTs compared with the ViTs trained on the original non-permuted image. However, the usage of PEs hinder such implementations, where the outputs of the ViTs vary dramatically with the mentioned naive transformations shown in Fig. 2(b). In this work, our main focus is to explicitly figure out what PEs actually learn from input patches about positions, and how the PEs affect the accuracy, privacy, and the consistency property of ViTs.

### 2.2. Position Embeddings

In Transformer networks, both the attention and the (individual token based) feed-forward layers are permutation invariant when the position information is not considered. In this way, the spatial relationships between image patches could not be modeled as the position information is completely discarded. As compensation, PEs are naturally introduced into ViTs to provide information about the token order during the learning process, since it offers possibilities for dependency modeling between elements at different positions. For example, previous works [10, 33, 38] indicated that PEs are useful to give the model a sense of which portion of the sequence in the input/output it is currently dealing with. Inspired by this, some works [15, 21, 23, 27, 35] showed diverse application scenarios that benefit from the usage of suitable PEs. In addition, Chu et al. [3] proposed correlating the PEs with their local neighborhood of the input sequence. Liu et al. [26] proposed to enhance the spatial prior (i.e., relative localization) in the final content embedding to indirectly enrich the inductive bias. Obviously, although these methods enhance the position information learnt by PEs, they indeed degenerate the position-insensitive property of MSAs.

Especially, Wang et al. [43] revealed that Transformer encoders (e.g., BERT [6] and RoBERTa [25]) may not well capture the meaning of positions (absolute and relative positions). They showed that Transformer encoders learn the local position information that can only be effective in masked language modeling. In contrast, there does not exist such a similar "masked language modeling" procedure in ViTs (and VTs) in the typically supervised pre-training. Moreover, Lu et al. [29] revealed that the learnable PEs place the model at severe privacy risk, which leaks the clues of reconstructing sequential patches to images. In this paper, we dive into the usage of PEs and propose an efficient position embedding method, MJP, to improve the position-insensitive property of ViTs without hurting the positive effects of PEs.

### 3. Preliminaries: 2D/3D Spatial Priors in PEs

Although numerous works claim that the PEs can learn the 2-D spatial relationship of image patches, this claim has not been demonstrated visually or mathematically. To visualize the concrete relation of image patches captured in the high-dimensional position embedding, we project them into the 2-D and 3-D spaces using Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP) [30] and PCA, respectively. Fig. 1 displays the projections of PEs from DeiT-S [37]. Note that [7] only shows the cosine similarity between the PEs, which is not exactly the 2D spatial information mentioned in our paper. Here, we explicitly specify the spatial relationship as the relative distance in the 2D/3D coordinate space. As shown in Fig. 1, the spatial relationship can be projected into a 2D/3D coordinate system and indicate the localizations of these embeddings. For the UMAP, the projected positional embedding emerges as grid-like structures with the distances between each point roughly the same, which is coherent with the relation of embedded image patches. For the PCA, the position embedding that corresponds to neighboring image patches groups together and aggregates to the stick-like form. This phenomenon demonstrates that the spatial relationship is indeed learned by the PEs. Moreover, this also implies that the spatial relationship learned in the high-dimensional space still manifests in the low-dimensional space.

The learnable PEs, which work as a lookup table of a dictionary, maps the 1-dimensional data into the sparse high-dimensional space. By nature, it is a sparse large matrix. Dimensionality reduction techniques can capture the structural information of sparse matrices using low dimensionalities. For the PCA, the amount of information retained in the projection can be measured by the ratio of explained variance. Formally, we have the definition as follows:

**Definition 1 (Explained Variance)** Let $P$ and $V$ denote the data matrix and the PCA projection matrix. The ratio of explained variance that $PV$ accounts for is defined as $\sum \sigma(PV)^2/\sum \sigma(P)^2$ where $\sigma(\cdot)$ denotes the singular value.

In practice, we observe that the 3-dimensional PCA projection explains 54.6% of the total variance of the DeiT-S embedding matrix. Given that a large amount of information can be captured by the low-dimensional projection, we propose that explicitly enforcing low-dimensional positional prior can help the positional learning in the high-dimensional space, which might accelerate the convergence rate of training and improve the performance (See Sec. 4.2).
Algorithm 1 Block-wise Random Jigsaw Puzzle Shuffle

Input: Input image: \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times C} \);

\( \text{Shuffle Ratio: } \gamma; \)

\( \text{Patch Size: } P \)

Output: Shuffled image patches: \( \tilde{x}_p \)

1: \( x_p \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times (P^2 \cdot C)} \) \( \leftarrow \) Patchlize\((x, P)\)

2: \( m \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times P^2} \) \( \leftarrow \) BinaryInitialize\((x_p, 0)\)

3: \( \tilde{m} \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times P^2} \) \( \leftarrow \) BlockwiseMask\((m, \gamma)\) [25]

4: \( \tilde{x}_p \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times (P^2 \cdot C)} \) \( \leftarrow \) JigsawPuzzle\((x_p, \tilde{m})\)

5: return \( x_p \)

4. Method

Based on the design principle of MSAs, the outputs of MSAs should be entirely position-agnostic. However, PEs hinder such a property because it can learn the strong 2-D spatial relation of the input patches (as we demonstrated in Sec. 3). To this end, we propose the block-wise random jigsaw puzzle shuffle algorithm (See Alg. 1) to transform the input patches with different shuffle ratios \( \gamma \) for intermingling the original correct spatial relation.

Since we experimentally demonstrate that the totally shuffled strategy (i.e., \( \gamma = 1.0 \)) will degenerate the accuracy a lot albeit the consistency increases. As a remedy, we only shuffle a portion of the sequence patches, and strengthen the spatial relation of the rest part with a dense absolute localization regression. Finally, a versatile position embedding method MJP is proposed. The detailed analysis of each module is available in the ablation study in Sec. 5.3. In the following sub-sections, we will introduce the Jigsaw Puzzle Shuffle method (Sec. 4.1), the spatial relation strengthen method (Sec. 4.2), and our final MJP method (Sec. 4.3).

4.1. Block-wise Random Jigsaw Puzzle Shuffle

Specifically, given an input image \( x \in \mathbb{R}^{H \times W \times C} \), we first reshape it into a sequence of flattened 2D patches \( x_p \in \mathbb{R}^{N \times (P^2 \cdot C)} \), where \((H, W)\) is the resolution of the original image, \( C \) is the number of channels, \((P, P)\) is the resolution of each image patch, and then we have \( N = HW/P^2 \), which denotes the number of patches. Then instead of directly applying block-wise masking method [1] to the image, we first initialize a binary mask matrix \( m \in \mathbb{R}^{P^2 \times W^2} \) with the same size as the image patches in \( x_p \). Next, we use [1] to update the binary mask \( m \) in which the masked positions will be set to 1 and the rest untouched positions remains 0. The hyper-parameter \( \gamma \) is used to control the ratio of selected positions. After that, a jigsaw puzzle shuffle operation is applied to \( x_p \) conditioned on the updated binary mask \( \tilde{m} \).

Finally, we get the shuffled patch sequence \( \tilde{x}_p \), where the shuffled patches are actually \( \{x_p^i \} \) \( \forall \tilde{m}_i = 1 \). Notably, in [1], the patches covered by the sampled mask are not visible to the encoder module, while in our method, the masking strategy [1] is only used to mask out the positions/indices of the selected patches. These patches are still visible to the encoder module and they are randomly shuffled in a jigsaw puzzle manner. One intuitive shuffled toy example is shown in Fig. 2(c), where the green part means the selected shuffled region while the blue part remains unchanged. Actually, this algorithm shares a similar idea with the data augmentation method as the training images are always changing as their patches are randomly shuffled during each iteration.

4.2. Strengthening Spatial Prior in PEs

Liu et al. [26] noticed that by enhancing the 2-D spatial information of the output embeddings of the last layer of ViTs, the training convergence speed can be accelerated. Inspired by their work, we observe that similar gains can be obtained by applying a low-dimensional spatial prior in PEs. Different from the dense relative localization constraint in [26] which samples relative pairs from the whole output sequential embeddings, we propose a much simpler dense absolute localization (DAL) regression method to directly use self-supervised absolute location to enhance the spatial information in PEs, which avoids sampling relative pairs.

Since the PEs capture the absolute position of the input patches, to some extent, the position information could be reconstructed via a reversed mapping function \( g(\cdot) : \mathcal{E} \rightarrow \mathcal{P} \), where \( \mathcal{E} \) and \( \mathcal{P} \) are embedding space and position space, respectively. Given that PEs have one-to-one correspondence with the sequential image patches, we can reshape them into \( \mathbb{E}_{pos} \in \mathbb{R}^{K \times K \times D} \), where \( K \) refers to height/weight of the grid and \( D \) refers to latent vector size. Then we can compute the reverse mapping from \( \mathcal{E} \rightarrow \mathcal{P} \) via:

\[
(\tilde{i}, \tilde{j})^T = g(\mathbb{E}_{pos}),
\]

in which \( (\tilde{i}, \tilde{j})^T \) is the predicted patch position, and \( \mathbb{E}_{pos}^{i,j} \) is the position embedding of the patch \((i, j)\) in the \( K \times K \) grid.

The dense absolute localization (DAL) loss is:

\[
L_{\text{DAL}} = \mathbb{E}_{\mathbb{E}_{pos}^{i,j}, 1 \leq i,j \leq K} \| (i, j)^T - (\tilde{i}, \tilde{j})^T \|_1,
\]

where the expectation is computed by averaging the \( \ell_1 \) loss between the correspond \((i, j)^T \) and \((\tilde{i}, \tilde{j})^T \). Then, \( L_{\text{DAL}} \) is added to the standard cross-entropy loss (\( L_{\text{CE}} \)) of the native ViTs.

The final loss is: \( L_{\text{all}} = L_{\text{CE}} + \lambda L_{\text{DAL}} \), where we set \( \lambda = 0.01 \) for all experiments. Note that the mapping function can be either linear or nonlinear. Throughout this work, we mainly discuss three implementations, including non-parametric PCA, learnable linear (LN), and nonlinear (NLN) projection layers. They will be discussed in details in Sec. 5.3.

4.3. MJP Position Embedding

The main goal of MJP position embedding in our work is to enhance the consistency (i.e., position-insensitive property) of ViTs and preserve the accuracy (keeping the spatial
relation modeling functionality of PEs) for the standard classification tasks. Usually, with original input image patches \( x \) we can formulate the function of the input layer which is located before the Transformer block as follows:

\[
z_0 = [x_{\text{CLS}}; x_p^1 E; x_p^2 E; \cdots; x_p^N E] + E_{\text{pos}},
\]

where \( E \in \mathbb{R}^{(P^2 \cdot C) \times D} \) is a trainable linear projection layer and \( x_p^i E \) refer to the output of linear projection (i.e., the patch embeddings), and \( E_{\text{pos}} \in \mathbb{R}^{(N+1) \times D} \) refers to PEs (the additional one is applied to the [CLS] embedding).

Next, we apply the proposed block-wise random jigsaw puzzle shuffle algorithm to \( x_p \) and produce the transformed patch sequences \( \tilde{x}_p \) with the shuffle ratio \( \gamma \). In this scenario, if we maintain the original position embedding sequence, it leads to a mismatch issue between the shuffled patches and the position embedding sequence. Therefore, we introduce a shared unknown position embedding to the shuffled positions to alleviate the mismatching issue. With the corresponding updated mask \( \tilde{m} \) from Alg. 1 (1st & 2nd procedures), we propose our MJP PEs:

\[
\tilde{E}_{\text{pos}} = \begin{cases} 
E_{\text{pos}}', & \text{if } \tilde{m}_i = 0 \\
E_{\text{unk}}, & \text{if } \tilde{m}_i = 1
\end{cases}
\]

where \( E_{\text{unk}} \in \mathbb{R}^{1 \times D} \) refers to a share learnable embedding (i.e., unknown position embedding). It represents that the image patch in this position has random permutation and its position should be occluded (3rd procedure). \( E_{\text{pos}} \) is the original position embedding for the rest image patches.

Besides, we revisit the remaining PEs (i.e., corresponding to the non-selected patches) and apply low-dimensional prior on them. The low-dimensional prior is imposed by the proposed DAL (Sec. 4.2) regression method for strengthening the spatial relation (4th procedure). A toy illustration of the proposed MJP is shown in Fig. 2(d), where the green color represents the randomly permuted patches and its corresponding unknown PEs, while the blue color indicates the rest regular patches and its related original PEs. We also formalize these procedures as an algorithm in Alg. 2.

Thus, we replace the input layer with a new formulation:

\[
\tilde{z}_0 = [x_{\text{CLS}}; \tilde{x}_p^1 E; \tilde{x}_p^2 E; \cdots; \tilde{x}_p^N E] + \tilde{E}_{\text{pos}}.
\]

The following procedures and modules are exactly the same as the ones in the original ViTs.

5. Experiments

We follow the typical supervised pre-training procedure, where all the compared models are trained on ImageNet-1K [32] to show the capacity of our proposed MJP method. We also benchmark the proposed MJP method on ImageNet-1K, which contains 1.28M training images and 50K validation images of 1,000 classes. The training details mostly follow the training protocols\(^1\) from Touvron et al. [37].

5.1. Regular ImageNet-1K training

We mainly compare with three typical existing methods, including two state-of-the-art Visual Transformers (i.e., DeiT [37] and Swin [28]) and one widely-used CNN-based ResNet-50 [16]. All these methods are of comparable sizes (i.e., less than 30M parameters). Besides the common Top-1 accuracy (Top-1 Acc.), we also report another two evaluation metrics (i.e., Diff. Norm. and Consistency) to show the position invariance of a model to the jigsaw puzzle transformation. For a given input image \( x \), we collect its counterpart \( \tilde{x} \) by applying masked jigsaw puzzle to shuffle a portion of selected patches. Next, we calculate the difference \( \ell_2 \)-norm (i.e., Diff. Norm.) between the [CLS] embedding inferred from \( x \) and \( \tilde{x} \):

\[
||F_{\text{CLS}}(x) - F_{\text{CLS}}(\tilde{x})||_2^2.
\]

For Consistency, we measure how many classification results stay the same (\%) given the perturbation:

\[
\mathbb{E}_{x}[\mathbb{I}\{\arg\max P(F(x)) = \arg\max P(F(\tilde{x}))\}].
\]

\(P(F(x))\) denotes the predicted classification probability of image \( x \), and \( \arg\max P(F(x)) \) represents the predicted class index. For a fair comparison, we use \( \gamma = 0.15 \) to create \( \tilde{x} \) in Table 1. According to these results, the proposed MJP does not have a negative effect on the top-1 accuracy (MJP even brings a marginal improvement for DeiT-S). More importantly, it improves Diff. Norm. and Consistency by a large margin. Besides, MJP works well in the variants of ViTs (e.g., Swin [28]), which shows a good potential generalization ability. Note that we add MJP to ResNet50 by only shuffling the image patches with Alg. 1 (No PEs). For Swin-T, we add MJP to the absolute PEs of Swin-T.

\(^1\)https://github.com/facebookresearch/deit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50 [16]</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>79.3</td>
<td>11.77</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ResNet-50 + MJP</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>7.11</td>
<td>69.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-S [37]</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>16.21</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-S + MJP</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td>8.96</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T [28]</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>41.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swin-T + MJP</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>81.3</td>
<td>12.36</td>
<td>66.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Comparisons of different backbones on ImageNet-1K classification. Note that the image size here are all set to 224x224.
Table 2. Comparisons on robustness to common corruptions and adversarial examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>ImageNet-C</th>
<th>ImageNet-A</th>
<th>ImageNet-O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MJP</td>
<td>40.78</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Ablation study on the proposed MJP method trained with different masking ratio γ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Masking Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Top-1 Acc.</td>
<td>0 0.03 0.09 0.15 0.21 0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diff. Norm.</td>
<td>16.56 8.96 6.36 5.23 4.39 3.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>64.0 82.9 88.1 90.5 92.3 93.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Robustness on Challenging Sets

Besides the strength on standard classification, we also observe an auxiliary benefit of the proposed MJP on robustness. ImageNet-C [18] benchmarks a classifier’s robustness to common corruptions. The mean Corruption Error (mCE) is used to measure the generalization of a model at corrupted distributions (the lower the better).

ImageNet-A/O [19] focus on adversarial examples, and it enables us to either test image classification performance when the input data distribution shifts (i.e., Acc and AU-RRA), or test out-of-distribution detection performance when the label distribution shifts (i.e., AUPR). As shown in Table 2, the proposed MJP not only boosts the accuracy on the standard evaluation on ImageNet-1K validation set but also improves the robustness largely on the adversarial samples.

The underlying reason might be that MJP enforces the ViTs aware of both local and global context features, and it helps ViTs to get rid of some unnecessary sample-specific local features during the training. This has been verified by the visualization maps (see Fig. 3 of our Supp. Mat.).

5.3. Ablation Analysis

Results with different MJP ratios. As shown in Table 3, we test different masking ratios used in the block-wise masking strategy during the training. Obviously, Diff. Norm. has the inverse tendencies compared to Consistency, where a smaller Diff. Norm. usually indicates a larger (better) consistency score. Comparing the accuracy trained with γ > 0, it shows our model is not sensitive to different γ. In particular, a small ratio (e.g., γ = 0.03) is sufficient for boosting the accuracy. In addition, a large ratio can reduces the Diff. Norm. and improves the consistency by a large margin. Moreover, the model trained with a larger γ is inclined to be more consistent as shown in Fig. 3 (c). In addition, we observe that the consistency keeps increasing when the mask ratio increases from 3% to 27%. However, further increasing the mask ratio will not bring consistency improvement and what is worse is that the accuracy marginally decreases.

For a model trained with a fixed γ, we also test its accuracy with different masking ratios during the inference. As shown in Fig. 3 (a) and (b), the performances of original models drop significantly when we shuffle more image patches. In contrast, our proposed method shows more consistent performances.

Comparison of variants of MJP. We test several variants of the proposed MJP, including (1) Removing the PEs from the original DeiT-S; (2) SPP: shuffling both the 16×16 patches and pixels within the patches, which is tested in MLP-Mixer [36] to validate the invariance to permutations; (3) JP: applying masked jigsaw puzzle to the sequence patches; (4) IDX: using an additional collection of embeddings to indicate the global indexes for the input patches; (5) UNK: replacing the PEs in the masked positions with a shared unknown position embedding; (6) DAL: jointly learning dense absolute localization regression in an self-supervised manner during the pretraining, where we provide PCA, linear (LN) and nonlinear (NLN) projections, respectively.

Table 4 shows the detailed ablation studies on the variants of our proposed MJP method. First, as expected, when we remove the PEs from the original DeiT-S model, the accuracy decreases by 2.3%, but the consistency achieves 100%. It
Table 4. Ablation study on the variants of the proposed MJP.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Top-1 Acc.</th>
<th>Consistency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: DeiT-S [37]</td>
<td>79.8</td>
<td>64.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: A - PEs</td>
<td>77.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: A + SPP [36]</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>74.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: A + DAL (NLN)</td>
<td>80.0 (\pm 0.2)</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: A + JP</td>
<td>79.2 (\pm 0.6)</td>
<td>73.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F: A + JP + IDX</td>
<td>79.9 (\pm 0.1)</td>
<td>79.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G: A + JP + UNK</td>
<td>80.1 (\pm 0.3)</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: A + JP + UNK + DAL (PCA)</td>
<td>79.9 (\pm 0.1)</td>
<td>83.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I: A + JP + UNK + DAL (LN)</td>
<td>80.0 (\pm 0.2)</td>
<td>83.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J: A + JP + UNK + DAL (NLN)</td>
<td>80.5 (\pm 0.7)</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4. Distributions of accumulated eigenvalues of PEs.](image)

verifies that the ViTs are naturally position-insensitive once without using PEs.

We observe that the previous SPP strategy harms the accuracy of the model (i.e., \(-4.9\%\)), which indicates it is insufficient to simply shuffle both patches and pixels in the input image. As we expect, the usage of UNK embedding alleviates the confusion between shuffled and unshuffled positions, which boosts both the accuracy and consistency.

Finally, we can find that using dense absolute localization regression on the unmasked PEs can marginally boost the accuracy. Although PCA does not involve more parameters to the model, it significantly increases the computation latency (e.g., \(+46\%\) with only 5 iterations). In general, it is better to use a nonlinear projection (e.g., a 3-layers MLP with negligible computation latency) to allow the learned PEs to aggregate more additional information.

Informativeness of the PEs. For a position space \(\mathcal{P}\) (i.e., a 1-dim or 2-dim space), we may not need a high-dimension embedding space \(\mathcal{X}\) to model the positions. To measure the informativeness of the learned PEs, we apply singular value decomposition (SVD) to PEs and analyze their eigenvalue distributions. Fig. 4 plots the curves of accumulated energy/sum of top-\(n\) eigenvalues versus the energy of all the eigenvalues. Supposing that we are using PCA to project the PEs of both matrices, to achieve the same explained variance ratio, our MJP needs more singular values (i.e., large dimensionality) than DeiT-S. This indicates that our positional embedding matrix is more informative. Similar observation is also revealed by Wang et al. [43].

5.4. Privacy Preservation

The fundamental principle of the gradient attack methods in federated learning is that each sample activates only a portion of content-related neurons in the deep neural networks, leading to one specific backward gradients for one related samples (i.e., 1-to-1 mapping). Based on such an observation, we argue that feeding ViTs with input patches with permuted sequences may intuitively mislead the attack. This is because now both the original and the transformed inputs may be matched to the same backward gradients (i.e., \(n\)-to-1 mapping).

To validate such an assumption, we utilize the public protocols\(^4\) to recover image with gradient updates in the privacy attack. In this privacy attack, we apply the Analytic Attack proposed in APRIL [29], which is designed for attacking the ViTs. We randomly sample 1K images from the validation set of ImageNet-1K (i.e., one image per category). To evaluate the anti-attack performance of a model, we introduce image similarity metrics to account for pixel-wise mismatch, including Mean Square Error (MSE), Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), cosine similarity in the Fourier space (FFT2D), and Learned Perceptual Image Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [49]. Different from the evaluation in gradient attacks [14, 29, 48], we suppose a model is with better capacity of privacy preservation when the recovered images from its gradient updates are less similar to the ground truth images.

\(^4\)https://github.com/JonasGeiping/breaching
Figure 5. Visual comparisons on image recovery with gradient updates [29]. Our proposed DeiT-S+MJP model significantly outperforms the original ViT-S [7] and DeiT-S [37] models.

Table 6. Explained variance versus PCA projected dimensionality.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Projected Dimension</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-S EV (%)</td>
<td>54.61</td>
<td>68.55</td>
<td>77.95</td>
<td>85.54</td>
<td>90.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeiT-S+MJP EV (%)</td>
<td>46.74</td>
<td>58.36</td>
<td>69.10</td>
<td>78.13</td>
<td>84.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

forms worse in recovering from “DeiT-S+MJP”, leading to best performances on all evaluation metrics and outperform others by a large margin.

More surprisingly, our proposed method makes APRIL yield unrecognizable images and fail in recovering the details in the original images (i.e., noisy patches in the outputs), as shown in Fig. 5. The left four columns in Fig. 5 are tested on original images, where all PEs are standard and correspond to their patch embeddings. Meanwhile, the right four columns are tested with transformed ones, where the shuffled patches are with the shared unknown PEs. Both the visual and quantitative comparisons verify that our MJP alleviates the gradient leakage problem. We also notice that DeiT-S without using PEs is inclined to be at higher risk of privacy leakage (i.e., easier to be attacked by gradients). These promising results indicate that our MJP is a promising strategy to protect user privacy in federated learning.

5.5. Discussion

PCA Projected Dimensionality. Table 6 presents the explained variance (EV) of our DeiT-S+MJP and DeiT-S versus different projection dimension. A low dimensionality can explain a large amount of information, which proves that the embedding matrix is sparse in nature. Moreover, to achieve the same explained variance ratio, our DeiT-S+MJP needs a large dimensionality than DeiT-S. This indicates that the positional embedding matrix of DeiT-S+MJP is less sparse but more informative.

Accuracy Vs. Shuffle Ratio. Intuitively, with the increase of the shuffle ratio from the proposed MJP method, the original intrinsic inductive bias will be undermined. However, from the experimental results, the performance of ViTs is actually boosted via the proposed MJP. To figure out the reason behind such counter-intuitive phenomenon, we visualize the last self-attention of our proposed method in Fig. 3 of our Supp. Mat. It shows that the attention heads of our method present more diverse and content-aware attentions than original DeiT-S. We think that it might be attributed to the proposed DAL, which strengthens the spatial information of the unmasked PEs in a more efficient manner. To this end, such learned content-aware attention becomes more meaningful and results in the better accuracy.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we first visually demonstrate that PEs can explicitly learn the 2D spatial relationship from the input patch sequences. By feeding ViTs with transformed input, we identify the issue that PEs may weaken the position-insensitive property. Based on this observation, we propose an easy-to-reproduce yet effective Masked Jigsaw Puzzle (MJP) position embedding method to alleviate the conflict in PEs (preserving the consistency versus maintaining the accuracy). Experimental results show the proposed MJP can bring the the position-insensitive property back to ViTs without degenerating the accuracy on the large-scale dataset (i.e., ImageNet-1K). In a certain sense, the proposed MJP is also a data augmentation technique, which boosts the robustness to the common corruptions (e.g., ImageNet-C) and adversarial examples (e.g., ImageNet-A/O). Surprisingly, MJP can improve the privacy preservation capacity of ViTs under typical gradient attacks by a large margin, which may pilot a new direction for privacy preservation.
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